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1.1 Introduction.

The purpose of this primer is to provide background, sources of information and story 

ideas to journalists who are assigned to the space beat or to cover a story involving space.

Space has captivated humanity with its mysteries since the dawn of civilization -- before 

the ancient Greeks named the stars after their gods and monsters, before the Babylonians raised 

their ziggurats to study the sky. Space will doubtless entrance generations to come. It is, as late 

space visionary Gerard O'Neil coined it, "the high frontier," and the public still associates space 

with "the right stuff." Evidence for public interest in space is easily found in popular 

entertainment, from Jules Vernes' "From Earth to the Moon," to the shows and movies of today 

like Star Trek or Star Wars.

Still, at first glance, space may seem too far removed for most journalists to write about. 

Are there reasons as to why journalists should even cover the apparently far-out topic of space?

Movers and shakers at leading news outlets seem to think so. The New York Times, the 

BBC and other major news outlets have special sections of their Websites devoted solely to 

space. CNN's Website rates space as important enough to merit a separate section apart from 

Science and Technology. CNN financial guru Lou Dobbs even struck out on his own in 1999 to 

launch Space.com, an online venture devoted solely to space -- although the wisdom of his 

decision remains debatable, given the company's ups and downs and Dobbs' return to CNN in 

2001. Space usually means news. "It has a high visibility quotient and a large popular appeal," 

said Frank Sietzen, editor-in-chief of the National Space Society magazine Ad Astra.

These major news organizations realize that space is not far removed from reality, but 

instead all around us -- indeed, from the edge of the atmosphere to the farthest reaches of the 

universe. "Technologies developed for space use often find terrestrial applications," said former 

Aviation Week editor Scott Burnell, now Internet correspondent for UPI.

Innumerable spinoffs have come from space, such as environmental monitoring satellites, 



medical discoveries and a large part of the telecommunications industry. As these spinoffs affect 

daily life, they make a significant impact on international economies, often with billions of dollars 

at stake for agencies and companies to compete over. Politics then comes into play to protect the 

jobs of voters, set regulations and determine government subsidization of various programs. The 

military needs space as well, as it requires satellites for communications and surveillance and 

increasingly desires the capability to defend space assets and possibly to attack the assets of 

others. Space can therefore prove as down-to-Earth and relevant a beat as any other, with 

political coverage focusing on agency squabbling, partisan bickering and national security while 

regional coverage concentrates on the effects policy changes could have on local jobs.

At the same time, however, space will always maintain a certain sweep and grandeur. 

"Deep space exploration, telescopic or otherwise, always looks for 'Why are we here?' and 'How 

did we get here?'"Burnell said. Space attracts romantics with secrets about the origins of the 

cosmos, about distant planets and stars and humanity's role in the scheme of things.

There are many analytical texts about space policy but little academic precedent when it 

comes to a primer for journalists on covering space, as judged by searches through on academic 

servers and information resource centers at journalism organizations such as Investigative 

Reporters and Editors. This primer relied in large part on roadmap texts from the Federation of 

American Scientists (FAS), which served as excellent resources on space policy. Research for this 

guide also relied on assorted government publications, such as commission reports, congressional 

hearing transcripts, NASA documents and budget analyses.

Internet sites discovered through word-of-mouth from veteran space journalists and 

scientific experts also guided the writing of this primer. These regularly-read online resources act 

as information clearinghouses for those in the space or scientific community. While the 

government and FAS texts ultimately proved the backbone of context upon which this primer 

was built, these online communities helped imbue this guide with the mood journalists should 



expect from sources when covering space for the first time. 

At first, covering space may seem a daunting task, given the formidable number of public 

and private sector parties. A diagram in a Jan. 11, 2001, report from the U.S. Space Commission 

show that there are more than 100 government organizations currently involved directly or 

indirectly in space activities. Add to that all the companies, universities and associations with an 

interest in space, and you end up with a mess a space industry expert quipped, "would take a 

rocket scientist to figure out."

To help simplify the space beat, this primer organizes U.S. space activities into three 

primary sectors -- civil, military and commercial. Peripheral to these sectors are Congress, 

international agencies, universities and associations. Each of these seven areas is given an 

individual section of the primer where story ideas and reporting tips distinct to those areas are 

found.

However, stories rarely stay confined to any one area. To help reporters get started on 

the space beat, here is a basic outline of several categories that a story might fall into:

1) New discovery. Perhaps scientists have observed the farthest supernova known, or 

discovered some surprising trait about plastics while testing a rocket engine.

2) New technology. What device allowed the telescope to see that dim, faraway supernova? 

What type of experimental vehicle was that rocket engine going into?

3) New programs. Perhaps the telescope is the first of an international effort to find distant 

supernovae across the universe, or the experimental unpiloted vehicle will try to fly five times 

faster than the speed of sound.

4) New problems. Will the telescope program get enough funding from Congress? Will the 

vehicle prove too expensive or too hard to design or just plain malfunction and blow up?

5) New merchandise. Photos of the gloriously colorful supernova are on sale. Toy models of 

the vehicle are on eBay.



6) New launches. Another orbital telescope is being sent up from Kennedy Space Center in 

Florida as part of the next space shuttle mission, or from a rocket launched by private company 

Arianespace in Kourou, French Guiana.

There are a number of publications where space journalists can find a start for stories. 

NASA and its centers regularly put out press releases about new research on their Websites, and 

the space agency also sends out story ideas on e-mail lists that accredited journalists can sign 

onto. Peer-reviewed scientific journals such as Science and Nature regularly run space science 

stories that mainstream reporters can translate for a general audience. Scientists publishing 

articles in these prominent journals or in more specialized outlets also often send out press 

releases on Websites such as Eurekalert! and Newswise. Accredited journalists may read press 

releases from these two sites on an embargoed basis, before articles are published in journals -- 

journalists are allowed to interview scientists and research stories, but are not allowed to publish 

until the embargo date.

Be forewarned -- while the above resources are excellent places to begin, they are far from 

the best places to end. Many space stories are not announced via press releases. In addition, the 

literature review for this primer notes that it is not enough for journalists to depend solely on 

press releases or even scientific reports. As is pointed out later in this guide, government agencies 

and private companies rarely put the bad news in the first paragraph. This guide is designed to 

provide some historical context for journalists so they know enough to get usable information out 

of spin-doctored statements so they can write fair, accurate articles. "Putting the programs into a 

larger context is essential to understanding why things happen," says UPI Science and 

Technology Editor Dee Ann Divis, a long-time observer of the space industry.

The online publication that veteran space journalists recommended most often for 

background information as well as news on breaking developments was NASAwatch.com, an 

independent online publication that is not endorsed by NASA. NASAwatch.com regularly posts 



internal NASA documents and links to space stories from news outlets around the world. 

However, Keith Cowing, NASAwatch.com's editor, is an ex-NASA employee and maintains a 

slight anti-NASA bias. Spaceref.com and Google.com have Web directories where reporters may 

find experts and resources on many different space-related topics, such as national security or 

astrobiology. The Federation of American Scientists, as aforementioned, maintains excellent 

documents about civil, military and international space programs, although these studies may 

prove somewhat out of date at times. While Space.com is a popular and easy-to-read Website 

devoted to space, many veteran space journalists recommend against depending on it as a reliable 

source for background information, as inaccuracies are occasionally found in its stories.

Finally, while this primer organizes sources into a number of topical categories, be sure to 

question as many different types of sources as possible for a story, regardless of topic.  "See 

what international sources think of U.S. topics, and vice versa," Burnell recommended.

1.2 Introduction: Websites.

Science magazine: http://www.sciencemag.org

Nature magazine: http://www.nature.com

Eurekalert!: http://www.eurekalert.org

Newswise: http://www.newswise.com

To receive NASA news releases via email: http://www.nasa.gov/newsinfo/subscribe.html

Also, contact Stephen Maran at hrsmaran@Èclair.gsfc.nasa.gov for news releases from the 

American Astronomical Society -- but these only go out to accredited journalists.

Federation of American Scientists Space Policy Project: http://www.fas.org/spp/index.html

NASAwatch: http://www.nasawatch.com

Spaceref: http://www.spaceref.com

Google Web Directory on space: http://directory.google.com/Top/Science/Technology/Space

Space.com: http://www.space.com


